CONCLUSION

We have now come to the end of the road after an aerial survey of one of the profoundest system of Indian Philosophical thought which has played a vital role in lending stability to Indian Culture at a time when it was tottering. Presently also, all is not well with Indian Culture as is evident from the happenings around us now. 'To be' or 'Not to be' is the predicament that is glaring Indian Culture on its face. This situation makes us raise our eyebrows and shoot a very pertinent question as to where exactly our culture is heading towards? If yester year's history can be taken as any clue for calculating future possibilities then contemporary Indian culture should survive this onslaught also. And in this endeavour for rejuvenation, Rāmānuja's Organismal Non-Dualism, with its Theistic-Humanistic bent, holistic, non-hierarchical approach, and apocalyptic revelation of the Spiritual in the material, will no doubt help us a long way at setting right the tune and putting back Indian Culture back on the rails.